Superior Performance and Durability

Infinity Twist dust mops offer top performance and unparalleled durability. Its cotton/synthetic blend is tightly twisted to the backing, preventing snagging and fraying. Infinity Twist yarn provides optimum coverage and the looped ends prevent catching on furniture and other obstacles. This dust mop is pre-laundered at the factory and its unique design withstands repeated laundering. Date coding assists with inventory records and tracks the lifetime of the mop. The Infinity Twist dust mop is excellent for hospitals, restaurants, schools and warehouses.

Features and Benefits

- First-patented Infinity Twist yarn provides enhanced absorption
- Mop is available in natural, yellow, orange, red, blue or green to easily identify assigned usage areas
- Effective for normal industrial use
- Comes pre-laundered and ready to use
- Strong synthetic backing resists tearing, shrinking or fading
- Date coded to measure product life
- Custom imprinting is available
- Launderable
- Available in sizes from 12” to 72” at 5” width